Helpful Echo/Alexa Voice Commands
The following pages give you various voice commands that you can use with any of Amazon’s
range of Alexa powered voice command/response Echo devices. Here is a list of the types of
commands we explain :
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Syntax and How We Explain Each Command
Each section has three parts to it – the section heading, the spoken commands and
explanation about the commands.

Spoken commands are shown in this style text.
Text within [square brackets] is optional. Change the descriptive words in (round brackets)
to actual words for your requests
Text on either side of a “pipe” – eg Heads|Tails - is an either/or choice. Choose one or the
other but not both.
Note that we don’t show the “wake” word (ie usually “Alexa” – see discussion in the next
section immediately below) at the start of each phrase, but you’ll need to add that every
time.
The comments are in this type of green text.
Please note it is entirely possible that other variations on the phrases we list below will work,
using different words, synonyms, and different word orders to convey the same concept, and
possibly with some words omitted. Feel free to experiment.
Amazon is adding more features and intelligence to Alexa every week, and we’ve often
noticed that phrases that weren’t recognized before now seem to work, and word order and
sentence structure is less rigid than before.

How to Speak to Alexa
Unless Alexa is actively listening for a response from you (its blue light will be on) you need
to ‘wake’ the service by using its ‘wake word’. This is set by default to “Alexa” but you can
change it to Echo, Amazon or Computer if you prefer.
We recommend keeping it as Alexa, because that is the least likely word to be used in
normal conversation, reducing the number of times you accidentally start it.
When addressing a unit to give it a command, you should speak conversationally, the same
as you do in ordinary conversation, including running words together. All speech
recognition software these days is designed to work with words run together and actually
does better that way than if you speak each word individually.
Although there is an understandable temptation, when addressing Alexa, to first say “Alexa”
and then pause, waiting for it to beep, and its lights to flash, before continuing on with what
Please click to https://blog.thetravelinsider.info/2018/05/using-an-amazon-echo.html for an
associated explanatory article.
Contributors – you can access your special extended report from the member page.
You can become a contributor here https://blog.thetravelinsider.info/supporters
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you want to say, this is not necessary. You can simply say the entire thing in “natural”
speech.
A possible exception to this is if Alexa is currently playing music. Then we generally will first
say “Alexa” which causes it to mute the music and we think that makes it better able to hear
and understand what we subsequently say to it.

Adding “Skills”
Think of “skills” as you would apps on a phone.
Your phone comes complete with some built-in capabilities, and so too does Alexa. Then,
when you wish to add more functions, services, etc, on your phone you load more “apps”
and with Alexa, you add more “skills”.
To do this, you can sometimes simply say

Enable (Skill name)
If that isn’t possible, you should go to the Alexa App on your phone and choose the option
Skills & Games. On either an iPhone or Android phone, click the three lines in the top left
corner of the home page and choose the Skills & Games option from the menu that opens
up.
You can then browse through or search for specific skills and add them to your Alexa service.
Most are free, some have optional extras that are charged.
In total, there are thought to be over 70,000 skills available by the end of 2018, with over
half of those having been developed during the year. Yes, it is hard to keep up with them
all!
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Clear Alexa, End an Action
Stop
Generally but not always will clear any command or action or condition

Changing the Volume
Set the volume to (a number between 0-10)
Volume up|down
Increase|decrease the volume

Alarms, Timers and Reminders
Set an alarm for (a specific time am|pm) [using (some sort
of music or other audio source such as “BBC News on TuneIn”
or “radio station on TuneIn”)]
Set a repeating alarm for weekdays at (time)
Wake me up at {time)
Set a timer for [seconds or minutes or hours and minutes]
Start a [seconds or minutes or hours] (name to remember it
by) timer
Remind me to (do something) [at a certain time|in so many
minutes]
List alarms|timers|reminders
How much time left on my timer
Snooze
Clear all alarms|timers|reminders
Clear (time) alarm

Please click to https://blog.thetravelinsider.info/2018/05/using-an-amazon-echo.html for an
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Doesn’t need any associated Skill
An alarm can be set for a specific time in the next 24 hours.
Multiple alarms can be set, one by one.
Timers can be set for certain periods of time.
Note that you can say “set an alarm for [15 minutes]” and it will set a timer for that period.
This is important because if you then say “list alarms” it won’t tell you about the timer that it
set.
Reminders or specifying what a timer for are great, because when they come due, Alexa tells
you what the reminder is for, based on what you told it when setting the reminder. Much
more useful than just having an alarm or timer sound, but not being sure what it is for!
Generally you turn off an alarm, timer, or reminder by saying Stop.

Lights and Other Switches
Turn on|off (name of switch or light or group of devices)
Dim [the] (name of switch or light or group of devices)
Need to connect the switches and plugs and lights to Alexa first through the apps associated
with the devices.
Can also connect door locks and thermostats and various other devices.
Dim and related brightness commands require dimmer switches rather than on/off switches
and dimmable lights rather than simple on/off lights.
You can also create groups of lights (and other devices) so that instead of having to turn
them on and off, one at a time, you can turn them all on or off at once. We suggest one
group “all lights” so in an emergency you can turn on all lights in your house, and for
convenience at night you can turn them all off, too. A device can be in multiple groups, so
you could also have a group for “living room” and “upstairs” and so on as well as an “all
lights” group.
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Listen to Music
Play (relaxing) music
Play music by (The Beatles or any other group)
Play (name of song)
Play my (station name) station on Pandora
Play (radio station name) [on TuneIn]
Skip this track
Pause|Start
Doesn’t need any associated Skill
Can ask for a music genre, to match a mood, or a particular artist.
Can also play Spotify, Pandora, various other streaming services or music from your Amazon
music account once you’ve connected them to your account in the Alexa app
You can stream music through your house through multiple Amazon devices – set them up
in the Multi-room Music section of the Settings menu in the Alexa app

Intercom
Drop in on [name of Alexa unit|contact person]
Hang Up
This allows you to connect with other Alexa units in your family account, and – depending
on their settings – with other Alexa devices belonging to other people who you have in your
contact list.
You can also just say Drop In and Alexa will list the different units you can drop in on
(useful if you can’t remember the name of the unit you want to call)
When active, it acts as a two-way voice activated intercom.
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